Abstract. In this paper we obtain an asymptotic expression for the number of ways of writing an integer N as a sum of k products of / factors, valid for k > 3 and / > 2. The proof is an application of the Hardy-Littlewood method, and uses recent results from the divisor problem for arithmetic progressions.
Introduction
Let v{N\k, I) denote the number of ways of writing the positive integer TV as a sum of k terms, each of which is a product of / factors. In this paper we prove the following The main term ß{N; k, I) is unfortunately rather complicated. It is a sum of terms of the form Sif where the 5? are the "singular series" and the <f are the "singular integrals" which occur in applications of the Hardy-Littlewood method; actually, only the "top" singular series (see §7) and integral deserve the name in the classical sense. The singular integrals satisfy JF x Nk~x log,J N for varying values of J ; the largest value of J being k{l -1). By imitating the argument used for the singular series in Waring's problem in Chapter 5 of [D] , we show that the corresponding singular series is bounded away from zero independently of N, which shows that the main term is of the order stated in the theorem.
The proof of the theorem is a straightforward application of the HardyLittlewood method (cf. Chapter 3 of [V] ). In §2 we define the major and minor arcs, and in §3 we obtain a bound for the contribution from the minor arcs. In §4 we recall some results from the divisor problem for arithmetic progressions, which we use in §5 to calculate the contribution from the major arcs, isolating the main term and estimating the remainder. In §6 we define the singular series and integrals and give the order of the latter. Finally, in §7 we study the "top" singular series and show that the main term is of the required order. This problem was considered by Estermann in the cases when k -2 or 3, and 1 = 2. In [El] he obtained the result E{N; 3, 2) «£ TV3/2 with the main term H{N; 3, 2) roughly on the order of yV2log37V, and in [E2] , E{N; 2, 2) «£ TV7/8 with n{N; 2, 2) roughly on the order of TV log2 N. His result is stronger than ours in the case k = 3, / = 2 (ours is E{N ; 3, 2) «£ TV5/3) ; his proof uses functional properties of Dirichlet L-functions and does not easily extend to the case of larger k and /. The most interesting (and difficult) case is when k = 2 and / > 3 . Here the Hardy-Littlewood method gives a heuristic expression for the main term, since the singular series and integrals converge; as yet, no one has been able to find a smaller bound for the error term. For a discussion of these binary additive divisor problems, see Chapter III of [L] .
This paper consists mainly of improvements of results from my doctoral dissertation, and I wish to acknowledge the inestimable help (and inexhaustible patience) of my advisor, P. X. Gallagher. I also wish to thank William Duke and Keith Pardue for helpful suggestions on the material in §7, and an anonymous referee, whose careful reading and suggestions substantially improved this paper. We will denote S¡{a, N) by S¡{a) or just S{a) when the meaning is clear. The major arcs will be short intervals around rational points of small denominator; a typical such arc will have the form a_ J_ a J_\ a qQ'q + qQJ where {a, q) = 1 and q <D. We shall see later that it is convenient to choose the parameters D and Q such that and by an inclusion-exclusion argument this becomes
By induction we have B,-n,<A"/'
(3-2) EV^ mJrJ-, ||n«i ■■■nJa\\~x \ and for the summation conditions nn\---n¡ < Nx~x/I and so (3.3) **i 52 ^+i(w)min| -> II"1«!!-1} ;
here we have replaced the sum on the right-hand side of (3.2) with a larger sum, by setting m = nnx--nj and summing over all ways of writing an integer m < TV1-1/' as a product of j + 1 factors. Similarly we can write
Note that ¿,(/n) <^C/ 1 for j < I and that Nx¡1 < N/m when m < /V1-1/', so the contribution from (3.4) is dominated by that of (3.3), and (3.1 ) is proved.
We now require the following Lemma 3.1. Suppose \a -a/q\ < l/q2, where {a,q) = 1, and let X and We now make use of a "main term plus remainder" expression for this sum. The main term has the form /-i (4.1) Ml{x;b,q):=52cj+i{b,q)Lj{x)
/=o for some coefficients Cj{b, q) given explicitly in equation (2.13) of [C] ; here Lj{x) is an antiderivative of log-'x/y!. The error term has an upper bound of the form A,(x;£,?)«£/ (|J provided q < xx/1 ; here g = {b,q). The values for n which we will use are (4.2) , = ^j, a result of K. Matsumoto [M] valid for g = 1, to which we apply a technique of Heath-Brown from §8 of [H] for removing the restriction on g, and (4.3) ,-£» provided / > 4 ; see Theorem 2 of [C] .
To figure the contribution from A¡{x; b, q) to S{a) we integrate by parts and estimate E:= e{ßx)dA,{x;b,q)^i{l+N\ß\) max \A,{x ; b, q)\.
Jll~<x<N
Suppose q < Nx¡1. Then for x > ql we apply the estimate above, and for x < ql we apply the elementary estimate Since (a, #) = 1 the inner sum vanishes unless bi = q, and so Aj{q) is a sum of terms of the form qf{q).
We use this to estimate ^4,(<7). From equation (2.13) of [C] we see that / has the form f^:=ql 52 5V («i. Using an expression analogous to one for the Laurent coefficients of the Riemann zeta function, it is not difficult to show that ym{a, q) <^C a~x. Elementary congruence arguments then give the bound (4.8) Aj{q) <^, q~x ;
for full details, see §3 and §4 of [C] . Finally we estimate Ij{ß) trivially, and then after integrating by parts to see that (4.9) Ij{ß)<&imin{N,\ßr1}.
The integral over the major arcs
We now consider the integral Í := I S{a)ke{-Na)da.
From the preceding section, we can write S{a) = X + R, where X is given by (4.5) and R is bounded by (4.4). Hence is Ramanujan's sum. We now extend the sum to all q and the integral to all ß . This effectively allows us to disentangle the "arithmetic" part, i.e. expressions involving q, from the "continuous" part, involving ß . The former will become the singular series, the latter, the singular integrals of the problem. Convergence is assured by the bounds (4.8) and (4.9), provided k > 3. These bounds are also used to estimate the error introduced. The error from extending the integral to all ß is on the order of /-i 52Aj{q)Ij{ß) dß; To show that the main term has the order stated in the theorem, we must show that this is bounded away from zero independently of N. The argument is much like that for the singular series for Waring's problem, given in Chapter 5 of [D] . The idea is to write the series as an Euler product and to estimate the factors in two different ways. The first is a straightforward estimate which shows that the product over large primes is bounded away from zero. The second involves interpreting the factors as local densities of solutions to the polynomial equation which describes writing N as a sum of products, and then showing that there are enough solutions to bound the factors away from zero. From the definition of Aj{q) given in (4.6) and the fact that ci-xia,q) = j, 52 1
where the sum is taken over ax, ..., a¡-i mod q (see (4.1), and equation (2.13) of [C] ), the argument which shows that Aj{q) is independent of a shows that ai ■"<! (_ i=0mod4 If we write In order to write S? as an Euler product and estimate the factors, we must show that T{q) is multiplicative and obtain an estimate for it. We require the following License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 7.1. For Sj{q) defined as in (7.1) we have sx{q) = q, and for j > 1 Sj{q) = 52<t>{d)(j)JSj-i{d). By the preceding bound on T{q) and the fact that k > 3 we have \F{p) -11 <ggc p~k+x and so we can find a prime po such that (7.4) \<WF^<\-
P>Po
Taking a more general view, let / be a polynomial of degree D in m variables, with integer coefficients. If we consider the "generic" additive problem of counting solutions x in Zm (or some subset) to the equation /(x) = N, then we define the singular series as follows:
*-±± è»(-=)E'frw). 9=1 H r=\ V H ' xmod« VV ' (r, q)=l where the innermost sum is over all x in (Z/oZ)m . This corresponds with the singular series defined above for our particular problem. By a straightforward generalization of the proofs of Lemmas 6, 7, and 8 of [D] , one can show that the factors F{p) in the Euler product for S? can be written give what we want, namely a positive lower bound for S? independent of N. We may also obtain a more explicit expression for the factors F{p). First, we use Lemma 7.1 to derive an expression for Sj at primes powers: ^pa)=paj52(a~l + i)^-f or a > 1. We then compute F{p) using (7.2), (7.3), and Theorem 272 of [HW] , which implies that x.* y where for convenience we write y = I -l/p .
